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Introduction
In the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, FRESH
experienced challenges procuring produce to stock our
pantry distributions due to food shortages. At the same
time, the UC South Coast Research and Extension
Center (REC) experienced staffing limitations in
harvesting flourishing produce at the farm. FRESH
Basic Needs Hub provided the staffing capacity
needed at the farm, while UC South Coast REC
offered the harvested produce to stock FRESH's
weekly outdoor pantry distributions. This mutually
beneficial partnership offered FRESH student staff the
opportunity to harvest locally grown produce at South
Coast farm, and provide greater variety of locally
grown produce for FRESH pantry clients.

Materials and Methods
Every quarter, different groups of FRESH student
staff visit the farm on a weekly basis to learn proper
gleaning and pruning techniques to achieve rich
harvests, and how to salvage produce that otherwise
would have gone to waste. Harvested produce is
weighed separately per type of produce and recorded
through a google form sheet. The form was used to
track monthly poundage collected for the harvest and
used to promote produce variety on FRESH social
media platforms. Harvested produce from the farm is
made available to our pantry clients through our
weekly outdoor pantry distributions.

Results and Outcomes
UCI's FRESH Basic Needs Hub distributed a total of
9,764.00 pounds of produce since Spring quarter of
2021, which was made available to 3,945 students
who visited the pantry at FRESH from Spring 2021 to
present. This valuable experience not only educates
our staff on food production and food waste, but also
provides a greater variety of produce for UCI students
experiencing food insecurity.

Conclusions
Local partnerships helped provide locally grown fruit
and produce for UCI students. The harvest team,
comprised of FRESH student staff, learned farm
management skills and spent time outdoors in nature.

Future Goals
To continue to provide produce for pantry distribution
and to grow more produce by student staff.

Project Goals
Alleviate food insecurity on the UCI campus by
increasing access to locally grown, seasonal, nutritious
produce for student clients accessing FRESH pantry
services through UC South Coast Research and
Extension Center (REC)
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